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Price increase planned
for parking permits
By Anne Martin

The Xavier Newswire
According to the Bursar's Office, next
year's parking rates will increase and
students will pay different amounts depending upon how many hours they
take and where they live.
Full time commuter sttidents will pay
$70, while full time students who live in
theresidence halls will pay$90. Students
who reside in the Village will face the
largest increase and will pay $110 for
parking privileges. Part time students
will pay $40 for a permit valid only in the
late afternoons, evenings and weekends.

Parking is so limited now and I
don 't see how they can increase the

fee...

· -Lisa Goyette, ·cA

The four level paymentplanisachange
from last year when all full time students
paid the same fee, and since Student

Development has not commented on the
situation, many students do not understand the change.
'1 don't see it as fair," said commuter
assistant Lisa Goyette, "To me, a parking
space is a parking space, regardless of
. whether you park there for a week, or on
a daily basis, but they [Student Development] probably have some reasoning
behind it."
Goyette also expressed displeasure at
the increase. ''Parking is so limited now
and I don't see how they can increase the
fee when there are so few available
spaces," she said.
Kuhlman resident Jenny Bothe said,
''Parking fees should ~ the same for
everyone. Instead of charging more for
certain students, I think they should expatld the parking facilities."
· · ·wru1ehecould.notcommenton why
the price increases were made, Chief
Couch noted that it is the first such increase since 1988 and that some improvements ,.;m be made in the lots from
the additional revenue.
·

Another senate seat filled
p

11
~~ ~::mnre
SGA Senate replaced Peter
MacArthur, who resigned last week,
during its weekly meeting Monday.
Freshman Leslie -Jakel is the fourth
senator appointed this school year.
Jake! was selected bySGAPresident
Patrick Potter from a pool of applicants
collected last fall whenStephanieHuber
resigned. Jakel, along with Tikisha
Simpson, Scott Jackson, and Suzette
Dinwiddie have replaced Huber, Scott
Noelcke, Stephen Zralek, and
Macarthur.
During senate e."<lllnination prior to
approval, Jakel said, "I'm really interested in students voicing their concerns."
A member of the Scholars program,
Jakel said she is "pretty informed for a
freshman." .
·
Senator Joe Booth said, "She seems
like a fine student. She seems perfectly
qualified."

Jakel has not decided what her senate
project will be~ but she said during examination she was interested in the
. budgeting process..MacArthur "Yas a ..
member of the budget committee. .
Although her term of appointment
will end with student government eleclions later this spring, Jakel plans to
continue her service provided she wins
election in March.
In fact, her willingness to run for
electionappearedimportanttoPotter. "I
wouldn'tnominatesomeonewhowasn't
interested in funning in the spring," he
said.
In other senate business, the budget
proposal worked out by Potter and tabled
during the Jan. 25 meeting was exam-.
ined and passed unanimously.
·
'The concerns· committee, under the
chainnanship of Joe Booth , also announced they will meet with adminis-.
trators regarding calendar planning for
the future in an effort to avoid the unpleasantness associated with this
semester's Monday morning start.

Black History Month events begin
"We tried to schedule something for
everyone. We wanted to have various
events that would interest different
people," said McKendrick, " Overa II, I
think maybe the student panel [Students
Response to Diversity] will be the most
interesting for everyone. Besides, it's
freeandeverycollegestudentneedsthat."

By Heather Sodergren

The Xavier Newswire .

February is Black History Month.
What does that mean to Xavier? Minority Affairs, BlackStudentAssociationand
UNITE have organized several events to
help the student body understand the
month's importance.
· ''The.first big event that we are sponsoringistheMulitculturalJobFairwhich
Schedule of Events
is open to all students," said Leonard
McKendrick, graduate assistant. to the
Feb. 5-Multicultural Job Fair
Director of Minority Affairs, "There will ·
Down Under 1:30-4:30 p.m.
be over 50 companies from Cincinnati to
.Feb. S-"Haiti" film and panel
accept resumes and answer questions.".
discussion.·Kelley Auditorium
Scheduled for Feb. 5, the job fair will
7p.m.
be held in the Down Under from .1:30Feb. 13-BSA Annual Student
4:30 p.m. McKendrick feels that many
Fashion Show in
will attend because of the country's curMainDining Room at 8 p.m.
rent economic situation.· 'With the way
Feb.15-"Tribute to Black Writers"
the economy is now, there will probably
Honors.House 6 p.m.
be a lot of interest in internships and jobs
Feb. 17-Fireside Chat with
and this is a great opportunity to make
Safety & Security at Minority ·
contacts and get leads," he said, "I think
Affairs house, 4:30 p.m.
a lot of students will show up for the job
Feb. ts-Students Response to
fair."
Diversity, Terrace Room
Other events scheduled for Black His3:30p.m.
tory Month include panel discussions,
Feb. 24-faculty presentation
BSA's annual student fashion show, a
.
Alter Hall B-9 at 3 p.m.
literary discussion entitled "A Tribute to
Feb. 26-Antonio Johnson Scholarship
Black Writers," facultypresentationsand
Banquet Museum Center, 7 p.m
the Antonio Johnson Scholarship Ban-

quet.
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They' re no couch potatoes

Campus security, more than it's cracked up to be
misconceptions abound on
campus
about the Safety and
The Xavier Newswire
Security Deparbnent.
Overall crime on campus for
"We [Safety and Security] r~
1992 was down 24 percent from spond to all calls on the Xavier
1991.
campus," said Chief Michael
°The most serious offenses, Couch of Xavier's Safety and
· compiled statistically -under Security Deparbnent.
"part 1" offenses, dropped nine
"In addition," he said, ':to
percent. Courtesy services per- our. own investigation we autoformed by Safety and Security . matically call in all felonies to
officers, ·including escorting the Cincinnati police in order to
students to their cars after dark, utilize their resources to get out
. increased by 38 percent.·
suspect profiles."
These are the facts as comCouch went on to explain any
piled by the university and pr~ time a student requests a report
sented in a formal document be made out for such possible
available.to all students outside crimes as property theft, they
also notify the Oncinnati Police
the Safety and Security office.
Why then is there an air of Department to maximize
mistrust among students with victim's chances of recovering
their property.
regard to Safety and Security?
Why has crime on campus
Calls to other police departbecome such an important topic ments are not made because
among those in the Xavier com- Xavier's Security officers are
fully qualified to -handle cammunity?
·
'In short, I began looking into pus crimes.
The "Campus Safety and SeSafety and Security's policies
and actions in an attempt to un- ~rity Information" sheet pubcover the "dirt under the rug," -lished by. the university says,
touseathoroughlytritephrase. "Officers within the Department
What I found was quite con- · of Safety and Security are State
trary to what I expected to find. certified with policepowersand
authority. . . All officers have
ob_tained 450 hours of specialOfficers within the Depart- ized training through the Ohio
ment of Safety and Security are Peace·Officers Training Acadstate certified with police pow- .emy.''
In addition to their ability to
ers and authority.
respond to crime, Couch
stressed the department's
-Chief Michael Couch
proactive approach to crime
There was nothing "under prevention. A few of the more
the rug.'' What I found were · visible aspects of this proactive
several facts about the Safety approach are: officers on foot
and· Security department that patrol, increased lighting in
.are largely Unknown and per- parking lots and 15 emergency
haps contribute to many of the phones located all over campus.
By Greg Napolitano

'We decided to have officers
patrollingthecampusonfootto
make them more accessible to
students," said Couch. This runs
contradictory to campus rumor
that officers are suspiciously
targeting students.
The emergency phones may
also be a bit of a misnomer. The
phones are for use in an emergency, however, they may also

be used to request courtesy servicessuchasescorts, jump starts,
or key removal from locked cars.
In light of these facts, why is
it the officers have such a poor
reputation among students?
Couch offered his theory, "I
think a lot of it has to do with
parking enforcement. It's not
something that we enjoy doing,
but it is part of our responsibility. Peopleingeneraldonotlike
to be policed, in tum we appear
to be the villains.''
Despite measures taken by
Safety and Security occasionally
crimes do occur.
''In some cases we would like
to give details on certain situations, butwecannotand will not
jeopardize the victims privacy,"
said Chief Couch.
Much of what cannot be r~
ported supports Safety and
·Security's commibnent to quick
effectiveresponsetoemergency
situations.
·
''It gets frustrating when we
do a hell of a job and for one
reason or another we are unable
to follow through, but we don't
complain," Couch said.

The Higher Institute of

Philosophy
The University of Leuven (Belgium)
offers
Complete Programs in Philosophy
From a One Year Certificate in Philosophy
tothePH.D.
All courses are in English
Tuition is 15,00 Bf/Year(+/- $500)
The Secretary, English Program
Kardinaal Mercieiple~ 2
B-3000 Leuven, BELGIUM

Our guys loaded up 'OD JTM's and Skyline cheese coneys.

SENATE

not es
'll1193

-We have a new senator.
Freshman Leslie Jakel was
sworn in today.
-The 199~94 Student
Government Association
buclget was approved
today.
-Attention clubs: If you
didnotmake
it to the mandatory club
budget meetings, please
call the Senate Hotline
·atx4269. If you do not
get a club justification
packet and return it to
the budget committee by
Feb. 12, your club will not
be funded.
-Many senators are looking
for senate projects. If there
is an issue which you
would like to have
them address, please call
compiled by Benson Wright
legislative vice president

SECURITY

notes
Tuesday, January 26
A former student was arrested and charged with misuse of a credit card and forgery. The former student used
a stolen credit card receipt to
purchase miscellaneous
books and items from the
bookstore;
Wednesday, January 27
Safety and Security r~
ceived a theft report at 9:00
a.m. of a Sony portable stereo
stolen out of the second floor
cafeteria in Schott Hall.
Friday, January 29
S&S responded with the
fire department to a small fire
in the trash room on the three
east wing of Kuhlman Hall.
The fire was extinguished
with no report of damage or
injuries. Oncinnati Fire Department listed the fire as accidental.
compiled by Jason Beck
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At the honzefront
0

-Xavier's Pershing Rifles conduct mission for the needy
By Heather Sodergren
The Xavier Newswire ·.
Xavier University Pershing
Rifles, a Reserve Officers Training Corps club, conducted a
canned food drive last week and
plans another drive for Feb. 7.
The food drives are titled
"Operation Restore Hope at
Horne" and the cadets aim to
raise community awareness of
theplightofthepoorinOverthe
Rhine.
Freshman Jeremy Glauber
said, "We wantto use our leadership to help alleviate the
hopelessness in downtown
Oncinnati. Asfutureofficersof
the Army, \Ve want to let the
community know that we want
to fight to end all fonns of oppression, including economic
injustice."
On Jan. 23, after collecting
300 canned goods, 25 pounds of
pasta and five bags of clothes,

they delivered the donations to
St. John Social Service Center in
Over the Rhine.
"The mission was a great
success. Saturday [Jan. 23] we
went foronly an hour ang filled
all of our back-packs full of
food," said Glauber, ''People
weresurprisedbecauseweweie
in uniform walking through the
neighborhood near Ault Park
just collecting food for the poor."
"We want to do something
for the community," said junior
Scott Jackson. ''We do a lot in
training. but don't get a chance
to do much in the community.
This gave us a great opportunity."
.
The drive has been modeled
after the United States humanitarian military effort in Somalia.
Said Jackson, 'The Somalia
effort is the first time in history
that the U.S. military is involved
in a purely humanitarian effort.
We wanted to do this at home

file photo

because we have a lot of problems here."
Because of their success last
\veek, another drive is planned
for Feb. 7, when the cadets will
meet in front of the university
center.
'1t has been a very uplifting

Pershing Rifle member, Doug Godby, helped collect food for ""Operation Restore Hope at Home," Jan. 23 and looks forward to this
weekend's second food drive.
experience for us and we feel
that we' re making a difference,"
said Jackson. "Often we do
things where we don't see the

immediateresults. Itwasniceto
see an imined iate return on our
invesbnentand we look forward
to this weekend." ·

If you're taking one ·of thee~ tests, take
Kaplan first. We teach you. exactly what the test
covers and show you the test taking strategies
you'll need to score your best. No one teaches you
to think lik~ the. t.est makers beHer than Kaplan.
For more infonnation call 1-800-KAP·TEST.

KAPLAN

T"e answer to the test question.

Our guys had to go to chw the next d8Y,.their's didn't.

·
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Terry Nieman delivers cheer to Xavier
addition of the Administration Buildings on Dana Avenue, 91.7.FM WVXU ·
and Cohen Center.
'ThetWonewroutesaredriveroutes. ·
He goes through our mail, noticing We used to do it by foot, but can't with
the ~omen seem to get heavier pack- packages," he said. , · . . ·
ages. He knows. most people by name . . Nieman's hours have also increased
and he's stamped with an optimistic per• from four hours a day in 1.978, to 12 hours
sonality.. He is Terry Nieman, Xavier's· every business day· plus four hours on
Postal Director.
.
·
Saturday. ,·
.
· ··.
· .
Students see Nieman cruising around·
Despite all this, Nieman finds time to
in his three-wheeled mail machine. . spend with his three children, wo.rk on
Others see him on the mall dragging a .. his Lionel trainset,gotobasketballgames,
mailcart behind him. When he's not workBingoatThe.KnightsofColumbus
running· around campus, students· can and Our.Lady of the Rosary and get his
find him in the mailroom.
.
MBA in buSiness and administration.
Nieman thinks of himself as the _ '1t's a long haw," said Nieman, '1t's
"permanent per5on" at Xavier. He has hard to get back in the groove of doing
the opportunity to see graduates return homework a;fier you've been away from
to finish.their.inasters.
. ..
·.
. it for a king ti_)ne."
. . .·• ·
''Theysay, 'oh,you'restillhere?We're
In J.971) Nieman graduated from
glad to see you,' or if I see them on the .· Xavier with a B~A. in history arid a M.A.
street aild they ask· 'so how is Xavier's. in elementary education; Sinre his days
band' and things like that~it's kirid of as a shident; he has notic~ a c~nge in
neat," said Nieman. . • ·
.· ·
students' attitud.es. - ·
·
Nieman started .at the post. office
. '1seeanimprovemerit,lthinkthat.t}te
around 1978, when it was nextto Career students are a lot smarter than when I
Planning and Placement's current loea- went here., It is really amazing what you
tion. Sinre the mail room.has moved to guys go through. The materials are so
its present location, Nieman· has been· much harder than whenl went here in
much happier. . · .
. .
. • . the 60's, during the Vietnam War," he
. '1t's roomy, it's right by the dock and said, "Also, people are more polite."
I can see ifit is raining OJ'. snowing. I get
Nieman remembers when. he was
to· see the sun/' Nieman said; 'The other_ growing up in Evan5ton,heus00 to walk
plare I couldn't see :anythi_ng: There . 'byXavierfromhishOusetO~thefights
could have· been a nuclear war arid l · at the football stadium · ·
wouldn't have known it:" .
. .
"My family usecf to go· tomass here,"
"We're going to rieed this spare be- • hesaid,"J\tthattimeXavierwasoruythe
cause the 200 kids we're going to be Mall and it was called Herald Avenue.''
having from.the new dorm," he said.
. Nieman's plans to
his· children
The mail route. has increased with the
attend XaVier.
·
.

By Raymond Romanos

The Xavier Newswire

of

Ever ,et. Somebody
Total~ Wasted!.

file photo

Xavier 'spostal director, Terry Nieman
fonnerly taught fifth and sixth grades
at St. Columban Ludlow. " I quit
teaching because I got tired ot it and of
havingtofindsummerjobs. l'mmuch
happier here at Xavier. " · ·

fRlf NOS

m

U.S. Deplltmem of Transporta!lal

here's a CINCO Tellerific® machine
·· ·•, ;~cright nearby- in the Village. Use your Tellerific
card-you can get one when you open an account
at CINCO for·as little as $5. Or use any ATM card
with Money Station or Plus System® logos.
· It's a big wide wonderful
~IA
· ·.
world out there. Even so,
SOmetimeS it's Very nice tO Federal Credit Union
have ·a Tellerific machine We're Yours. Use Us.
49 Wm. Howard Taft Rd.
so close- in the
Cincinnati, OH 45219-1760
281-9988
Xavier Village.
TM,

01ftOO

A Member of The CINCO.Financial'Group

•
l" •.'

~·
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lH fRlf NOS

DRIVf DRUNK.

see

The University
Center's Closed.
Dana's Deserted.
And You Need $20.
Now What?

DON'T

"""

.-
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Those who should probably read this probably
won't, and that's too bad .
. Judgii1gfromwordofmouth,lastweek'sNewswire
turned some readers' stomachs over dinner in the
Cafe. Too bad they didn't see it for what it was,
namely brain food.
.
Occasional infom1al reaction to the teasers at the
bottom of the page last week resembles the participation of a student who didn't quite have enough time
to read all of the assignment for class. Bu tthe kid isn't
smart enough to keep his mouth shut anyway.
Some called us irre5ponsible, said. we went for
shock value when we used the words· "gay'' and
''black.". Some have called us homophobic and racist.
Some have missed the point.
The teasers at the bottom of the page are satire.
They are sometimes meant to poke at issues around
campus in a (hopefully) humorous manner. Other
times, they are simply a way to get a laugh.
· To anyone who was angered by the teasers we
suggest you look past the anger and ask. yourself
what is going on. Part of the reason the satire worked
last week was because it was well-aimed. Would our
university community have trouble with a "gay"
performance or a ''black" performance? And, as the
next que5tion always goes, why or why not?.
As might be expected, the Newswire has no interest
in intentionally disparaging the name of Xavier U.
The Newswire realizes the student newspaper is
sometimes the only impression a visitor takes with
them from campus. And besides, our names will go
on Xavier degrees too.
. ·
· Soplease1lightenup,loosenup,and think. Wedo.
.
,.
-B.R.P.

Please permit me to·comment on-parking

Photography
Holly Brooks
Peter MacArthur
Sara Hayes
David Canty
Mike Leen

•

We were just teasin.g

A STUDENTS' JOURNAL

Diversions/Calendar
Molly A. Donnellon

.·

,

Kevin

Dockery
TM Xavier Newswire
Is it supply .and demand economics or is it
anotheruniversityrip-<>ff?
·Whateverthecase,raising
thepriceforaparkingpermit means parking at
Xavier will not only remainadifficultendeavor,
bu~it will soon be difficult
and expensive.
Thereisnodoubtthat
parking on Xavier's campus is minimal. However,
if the administration
thinks raising the price for
a parking permit will deter students from driving,
then they should look at a
.few simple facts.
Foronething,Xavieris
heavily populated by students who commute to
campus. Nothing, not
even high prices for permi ts, will prevent these

students from driving. .
tremely intimate campus.
When these commut- There are students who .·
ers arrive on campus they rent houses in areas as far
arefacedwiththedifficult away as Hyde Park and
task of finding a parking St. Bernard. How· will
space.Notadecentspace, raisingthepnceofaparkmind you, but.any space ing permit prevent these .
they can possibly find.
students from driving?
The fact is there is no Trust me, it won't. All it
guaranteeoffindingaspot means is parking on the
in the general vicinity of . streets will soon be more
theXaviercampus. There crowded.
· isn't even a guarantee of
At the University of
· findingaparkingspacein Cincinnati~ the price for a
theNorwoodzipc<:>de..
parking
Theonlyassurancethe permit
students who. paid more m i g h. t
for parking permits re- s e e m
ceiveisknowingtheypaid high at
more to roam around the 120 dolparkinglotuntil their cars tars per quarter but the
run out of gas.
university regulates the
There is no reason to number of permits sold,
remain anywhere near . thus regulating the numXavier when one wants to ber of students aimlessly
find something margin- roamingthecampuslookallyentertainingtopartake ing for a spot that may not
of in their spare time. Be- even exist.
cause many students rely
Even if Xavier raises
ontheentertainmentvalue thepriceofa parking perof the city of Cincinnati mit to 70; 90, or even 120
and all it offers, the need ·dollars, there is still little
for a car is great.
or no· parking space availIn anyone hasn't no- able. Parking is enough
ticed, Xavier is not an ex- trouble with thenewdorm · •

currently taking a large
portion of parking space
away from t.he North Lot.
Perhaps if the university found additional
parking space or if there.
were plans to constnict a
parking garage or pave a
new lot, then raising the
rates would .be justified
because .these projects
wouldrequirefunding. A
possible solution other
universitieshaveincorpo·rated in
order to
combat a
par.king
problem
is to prohibit freshmen· from
bringing a car to campus.
However, there has
been no indication that
anyone has considered
theseplans. Theonlything
theadministrationhasdevoted their time and. en-.
ergy on is how to drain
more money froin the
student's pockets.
Besides the obvious
inconsistencies with raising the price for a parking
permit with no improve-

Bob Huggins made a deal.~th the deviL

mentinservicesrendered,
anothercontroversyexists
with the rates being much
higher for a Xavier Village
resident rather than a
dorm resident.
I do not live in the Village but I know it is not
worth the amolint of rent
the residents currently
pay. Combine the projected increase of next
year's rent with the in.. crease in parking and the
Village will tum out to be
a pretty expensive place to
live; .
.
With the combined increases in rent and parkirignextyear,some Village
residents' will be paying
· over400dollars. lflhad to
payover400dollarsa year
for an apartment I would
.expect a guaranteed parking space, a much more
.functionalapartrnent,and
Apartment Manger Pat
Fidelicomingovertocook
dinner.
Once again . the
university's policies are
inconsistent, but at least
they are being consistently
ignorant.
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Castration by policy: the mlllticultural power trip·
Multiculturalism and politi- the humanities due, I presume,
cal correctness originated as con- .to the reign of the Republicans?
structs of the academia, from the I don't seem to recall any righoffices of those learned men and teous conservative crusaders
women who are paid hand- patrolling .the schools and
i\' Brendan somely to disembowel men and snatching Jane Austen books
·Cronin nations, in order to expose their away from little girls.
ills.
There is very little tangible
These are the perpetually in- evidence to suggest the politidignant, the middle-aged guys cal climate before Clinton was
with pony tails, the professorial detrimental to the cause of the
Perspectives columnist elite, the liberals. They are anx- humanities. Itismorelikelythe
ioustoindoctrinatetoday'syouth MLA takes a leading role in
with mandatory sensitivity alienating the general public
The Clinton era is off and training, embodied hereat Xavier because ofits obvirunning,and thesocialengineers by our E Pluribus Unum clas5es.. ous social agenda.
The MLA is the
are sharpening their knives, eaThis is the class which atger to. slice up the American na- tempts to educate by asking such same organization
tion into gender class and kind. hard-hitting intellectual brain that spon5ors panSlick Willie is caught in the twisters as: What would life be · els such as "Henry.
James and Queer
jaws of the Far Left. Between like if men could menstruate?
Hillary Rodhamand Health and
Considering all of the neo-so- Performativity'' and learned
Human Services diva Donna cialistpussyfootingthathasbeen discussions about hermaphrcr
Shalala, pin-up girl of the politi- cluttering the halls of the Ivory dites. Like many other sec.tors
cal correctness jihad,. adminis- Tower for years now, one must of thescholarlyworld, the MLA
tration policy makers have little wonder at the remarks of aca- is fixated on the crotch.
Jn universities across the
choice but to keep step with the demic heavy weights such as
battle cry of the multicultural Houston Baker, president of the country, learned men and
age.
Modem Language Association. women are on the job, waxing
This is nothing new to those
After Clinton clinched the scholarly on the topic of pa~of us enrolled in humanities . election, Baker declared it to be archy and sexuality.
The basic thesis is this: that
programs at liberal arts schools.. "the rebirth...of the possibility of
In fact, we have had this tripe .. hope for the humanities". What white men are violent oppresrammed down olir gullet& for. was that again?
sivecreaturesthatarededicated
There has·been no hope for · tothetaskofthesubjugatiQnof
years now.. ;· .. · · · · - ··.

women and people of color.
White men are racist, sexist and
tyrannical. The instruments of
disempowerment are an extension of the cruel penis.
What is the purpose of this?
Do these people actually think
they are serving the needs of the
body politic by kicking Dad
where it counts?
Or could it be they are the
disgruntled minority, eager to
get in their digs because they
never found aplace in a capital.
istic democ-

in the works dead white guys,
such as Plato, Aquinas and Billy
.
Shakespeare.
Now the Noble Man has been
turned upsidedoWn to have his
loins examined by the forces of
multiculturalism, political correctness and other disgruntled
patriarchy-bashers. Man has
been deconstructed by th~ indignant.
Liberalism has dumped the
remains in a world they helped
create by their endless outcries
of discrimination and oppression. ·
This is a world in which
churches, schools and other traditional custodians of virtue
cannot con- have been robbed of power, in
ceive of compe- · which there exists no moral
tition, that cannot understand compass and nothing concrete
that plain American folks have to grab hold of.
Courage, integrity, manhood
homegrown ideas of success.
From this ideological per- and womanhood have all been
spective; any "wealth" must decried as antiquated and bankhave been .procured by illicit rupt notions. Bill Clinton comes
means, any form of strength is to power in this age. Such is his
oppression, any moral courage "change".
is discriminatory.
A new age is dawning. This
Long ago,. there existed an is an age in which the strong are
idea of the Noble Man, upright guided by the weak.
We can only· rest with the
and virtuous, capable of performing deeds for the· public reassurancethatthiswillnotlast
good. This Man was alluded ,to long..
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Hypocrisy of United States policy evident in Haitian crisis
By Martin Eisen

Guest Columnist
"I live in hiding and I muve all the time,
never.more than two or three days in the same
house...life is very hard here and I don't have
ajob. I canrwt do my job as a journalist, that
is myprofession. So maybe...I'll return. I was
told it's rwt safe because if you go ~ack you 'II
be dead.
N<TW,- maybe I'll return to the mountains
or I will go to my embassy if this doesn't
change. In any case, I am not sure what I am .
going to do. . I follow the evolution of the
situation, what is going to come out of this; if
the crisis will last, if it lasts one month, two
months, three months. If I am still alive." ·
-A Haitian
journalist on how he
lived after the military .
coup.
With the military coup in September
1991 and the overthrow of Haiti's first
democratically eleeted president, Jean
Bertrand-Aristide, tens of thousands of
Haitianshavesoughtrefugein the United .
States. The U.S. response to the refugee
crisis has been an exercise in both political cynicism and contempt for international law..
Delegations from the United Nations
and various human rights groups have
documented a resurgence of terror char-

acterizedbyevidencethatsecurityforces seekers drifted to our shores. The Haihave been committing grave human tians were the first mass exodus.of refurigh ts violations against civilians. Arbi- gees in the U.S. who are political yet have
trary and illegal arrests, torture and trouble proving it during asylum proceextrajudicial executions have become dures. ·
commonplace since the military took
Haiti's g~>Vemment, while under the
control from Aristide.
dictatorships of Francois Duvalier and
These violations are reminiscent of his.son Claude, was supported by the
those which took place in Haiti during U.S. This made it more difficult for Haithe Duvalier dictatorships from the mid . tians to be granted asylum as opposed to
1960's until Aristide was elected in 1990. _ refugees from other countries such as
In 1968, the U.S. became party to the Cuba. In addition, while most of the
UN Protocol Relating to the Status of . Cuban refugees are white, most of the
Refugees. This incorporated. into law Haitian refugees are black.
critical protection for refugees: the right
InlateMay1992,PresidentBushissued
an Executive Order that all Haitians in~
of rwn-refoulment, or non-return. .
In recognizing this right, the United terdicted at sea should be returned to
States is to ensure that no one will be Haiti. Shortly after this came the closing
forcibly returned to a country where life of the camp where refugees filed for
or freedom are at risk. By ratifying this asylum at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base.
Protocol, the U.S. voluntarily subjected
Article 33 of the UN Convention Reitself to binding international law on the la ting to the Status of Refugees prohibits
non-refoulment of refugees;
the forcible return of people to a country
In addition, the U.S. Refugee Act of where they are at serious risk of human
1980established a uniform and ideologi- rightsabuses. To ensure that such people
cally .neutral standard for determining are identified and protected from forcrefugeestatus. TheActprimarilysought ible return, nations which signed the
to bring· this ·country into compliance treaty, including the U.S., must ensure
with its international treaty obligations asylum-seekers are granted access to full
and to avoid ad hoc responses to crisis and fair procedures for checking their
situations.. However, this is exactly what claims.
With the closing of the camp at
the Bush administration fashioned-an
ad hoc response.
Guantanamo Bay, all hope for Haitians
Discrimination against Haitian refu- seeking to file for asylum ended.
The Executive Order, now supported
gees by the U.S. is a reality ~hich began
in 1972 whe~ the1first boats·of.asylum- by President Ointon after h~ promised

·. ·:; .

··Pete Rose had money on {J.C.

to overturn it, is contrary to Articles 13
and 14 of the UN Universal Declaration
of Human Rights: ''Everyone has the
right to leave any country; including his
own. Everyone has the right to seek and
toenjoyasylumfrompersecutioninother
countries."
U.S. pqlicy ori the status of Haitian
refugees is in clear violation of the inter-:
nationally recognized principle of nonrefoulment and the obligations of the
U.S. under Article33of the U.N. Convention of 1968 and the 1980 U.S. Refugee
Act.
.
The need for a tight economic embargo· is strongly debated as a tool to
dislodge the de facto regime. It is questionable if it. will succeed in restoring
democracy to Haiti and thereare reports
that the embargo has been undermined
by the U.S.
Thenew administrationand Congres5
offer the Haiti Solidarity moveITlent an
opportunity topressureforaclearchange
in U.S. policy. The Ointon administration should allow Haitians to file for
asylum, overturn the Executive Order
and grant Temporary Protected Status
(TI'S) to any Haitian refugee Satisfying
the INS requirements.
President Ointon's stated policy on
many aspects of the Haitian question is
good,butwemustseizethisopportunity
to ensure that he implements strong proAristide and pro-democracy policies
quickly and decisively.
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Ban on honiosexuals lifted while ignorant attitude remains
Matt.
Alander

The Xavier Newswire
Secrets, notCecrets™, are a part oflife.
We've all got our own, and everyone we
know and don't know have plenty too.
No, I'm not going to delve into my
private, dark side and reveal all of my
tidbits of secrecy; but I will describe one
belonging to a friend of mine back home.
He's a friend who I met .through several classes and yearbook work in high
school. We hung out after school and on
weekends and became the guardians of
each other's trust.
Anyway, one late school night he calls
and speaks with an apprehensive tone,
alerting me that something just wasn't
right. We talked small talk: the test we
just took, the homework we're not going
to do and the bottomless pit of yearbook
work awaiting us.
Then he hits me with a serieus note,
''I'mgonnatellyasomthin',butyoucan't
tell anyone. Not even Scruffy [my dog)."
By his attempt to li~~ten the tone with

the bit aboutmydog,Iknow the scenario is also very popular regarding homosexuality.
·
,
he's going to land in my lap is heavy.
What many people don't understand
''Yeah, sure, you know I won't tell
about homosexuality is it doesn't necesanyone," says I, reassuringly.
Then, in a round about way for 10 sarily involve homosexual sex. If you're
minutes, he says, ''I'm gay" without ever a virgin, is your sexuality in the air? No,
of course not, .because there is more to
uttering the words.
. ·
The strength, courage and tenacity it sexualitythansimplyhavingsex. Othertook for him to say those words to me wise, pre-pubescent children all over the
replaced anynegativesocial connotation world live in a cloud of ambiguity until
their first experimentation with sex to
I might have been eager to give him.
He was basically laying his life in my determine their sexual preference.
My friend said he just had certain
hands. We went to an all guys Jesuit
"feelings" ever since he
school and he would have
could remember. It
been massacred by the miswasn't a choice and it
guided, staunch Catholic,
isn't a punishment from
pubescentstudents wecalled .
our friends.
God, at least not the
They would not have unGod I believe in.
derstood, they would have only conMy friend assured me he didn't have
demned. ''If it's different from me, then sexualfeelingstowardseveryguyonthe
it's inisguided and needs some of our planet, contrary to popular lore about all
treahnent," seems to be the popular ·. homosexuals. He said his feelings pro~
viewpoint in many Christian circles.
ably mimicked those I had towards my
It's the viewpoint which propelled the girlfriend, only his were placed on anCrusades, motivated the slaughtering of· other man. ·
Native Americans arid the force that
After the long talk I realized if he had
widens the schism between cultures in the strength to.tell me this secret, I had
present day America. Christianity has a enough strength to listen and to keep
long history of preaching peace while him as a friend.
··
beating "heathens" over th~ head with
What brought all this rushing back ·
the Bible.
from my .high school memories is the
This type of nauow minded attitude uproar rega.rding President Ointon's lift

ofthepolicybanninghomosexualsin the
military.
I can see why fellas in ROTC and the
armed forces are getting upset at the
lifting ~f the ban because I can ~ their
ignorance. Arethesepeoplenaiveenough
to think good soldiers who have been
gay have never fought in a war?
Their answer is yes because they see
homosexualmalesaslispingpansieswith
bent wrists and too effeminate to hold a
gun.
Canyousay"ignorant"boysandgirls?
These are the same people who think
because the ban is lifted, two things will
hap,pen: homosexuals will flock to the
military and homosexuals already in the
military will jump out of the closet and
strangle military camaraderie with fear.
Canyou say "stupid" boys and girls?
Do you think homosexuals will sitddenly feel free now that the ban is lifted?
Hells rio! They are \Yell aware of the
resenbnent"theirkind"bringtothemilitary, and they will continue to fear for ·
their lives until the ignorance is lifted, not
just a policy.
.
·
.
People want to simply "cure" the
symptom, not the disease. One of the
symptoms is the fear of homosexuality,
the disease is narrow-minded ignoran~
and apathy. If you kill the disease, the
sympto~ will follow.

Letters to the Editor
Commuter Council
is back in the
driver.'S Seat

· spective organizations as they should.
Gillenandhisstaffwillhavesomemajor
recruiting to do. What kind of kids are
With direction and leadership, Commuter Council should be a dynamic and
goingtocomeplayatXavierwhenGillen
tells them, ''Well, our conference has lost
visible force at Xavier. The first open
meeting of the new Commuter Council
itsautomaticNCAAtoumamentbidand
I've been a Xavier fan for a long time. we don't have our own arena." Then the
will be announced next week. Everyone
Ihavebeenafan sincemyfathertookme localkidsseeXaviergetoutplayedbadly
If it seems the Commuter Council is invited to attend these meetings so
tQ see the Musketeers play the Dayton by the Cincinnati Bearcats.
.
hasn't done anything all year, it's be- come and meet the new leaders!
FlyersatSchmidtFieldhouseattheageof
Through the Gillen years, Xavier has cause they haven't. The Commuter
seven. At that time, Xavier was little always been proud to call itself a . Council's inactivity can be attributed to
-Paul Zook
more than the cupcake team the Muskies Cinderella team_the team that started several changes atthe top of the ranks.
Advertising Manager,
For the 1991 school year, Tim
of today would beat by thirty points. outwithnothingandworkeditswayto
Commuter Council
Through the days of mediocrity, auto- being a perennial NCAA toumamen.t Koscyanski was reluctantly appointed
matic tournament berths, and the glory . team.
·
· , presidentoftheCommuterCoundl when
daysofJamal Walker, Derek Taylor, and
Well, the Cinderella stuffisgonenow. the preceding president transferred to
Tyrone Hill, I was a die-hard fan.
Xavier has made its name in college the University of Cincirmati. Koscyanski
IcametoXavierinhopesofseeingthe basketball, it has" left tiny Schmidt did his best in organizing and planning
Musketeers elevate themselves to a pe- Fieldhouse and it has had chances to events, but a strenuous class and work
rennial NCAA power. Today I question leave the MCC.
schedule made it impos5ible for him to
theprogram'sfuture. I question whether
I now ask the following: will Xavier carry out his duties as president.
·
theprogramisonthevergeofglory,orif · jump the sinJ:<lng MCC ship? Will the
In1992,Timhadtoquietlystepdown
it is ready to fall head first off of the _athletic department schedule some real from his position. The title of president
plateau they have been on since 1990.
NCAA teams so the Muskies can look was never asked for nor wanted by anyToday the men's basketball program competitive against a team like the Uni- one. Leaderless, the Commuter Council
is in a time of transition. The non-confer- versityofCincinnati? Will Xavier put up did nothing all year. To make matters·
ence schedule is currently filled with a themoneytobuildanon-campusarena? worse, Director of Commuter Services
bunch of pansy teams (with the excepBasically I ask whether this university Kristen Littel re5igned during the sumtions of Gncinnati and Louisville).
is willing to continue to seek the benefits mer and a new director was not elected
The MCC is all buf doomed and the of a bigname basketball team? We've got . until November.
· CommuterCouncilwasforcedtowait
teams in the conference are average at thecoach,we'vegotthename,andwe've
best. The Cincinnati Gardens is a sorry got the foundation. Do we have the for a new president while Commuter
excuse for a Division I basketball venue desire to push onward?
Services look~ for a new director.
and has little or no chance of drawing
I see Schmidt Fieldhouse standing
Now Commuter Services has a new
any big·name school to play in it. ·
empty,·and I wonder.
·
director in Luther Smith and the new
I have tried to deny these things for
president of Commuter Council is Pat
three years, but I realize it is time.to face
-Eric Kroger Sucher. Both Smith and Sucher.have the
the facts. Next year Head Coach ·Pete
Junior
personality and.talent to.run their re-

Xavier's athletic
mi~ion in question

The planets were out of alignment, man.
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Dukes here to.play,
but not here to stay
golf?
Back to hoops. It doesn'ttakea genius
to figure out why Duquesne left. The
MCC doesn't have an automatic bid for
Men's hoops next year because of the
earlier defection of Dayton to the Great
Emmett
Midwest. Dayton heavily recruited
Pro~r
. Duquesne.
.
. . .
'1t's a setback," said MCC commissioner John LeCrone, the day .after DU
Sports editor
left. ''Weare still committed to the league
and we will continue to look into expansion."
· · ·
Duquesne is in town Saturday, but
HereisanotherreasonwhytheDukes
notforlong. TheDtikeshavedecidedto
will jump ship back to the Atlantic 10
pull out of the Midwestern Collegiate next season. In the latest conference
Conference .(MCC) after one year of power ratings., the Atl~ntic lO~as rated
.: . . . ·
fourth out" of33 diVisfon one basketball
membership. :
Xavier's "value oriented mission," is conferences, the MCC was rated 13th.
to stay dedi'cated to this league.
Ouch!
Duquesne's MCC mission will last an
In the all-important national televi.
·
sion battle, Atlantic 10 teams will be feaPhoto by Holly Brooks
entire 365 days
I read Fogelson's letter. It was a good
tured nine times on ESPN this season Brian Grant (33) goes for a rebound in Xavier's 78-67 loss to Cincinnati. Chris Mack (21)
defense; and I apologize to the men's while MCC squads Will be on the tube watches. Grant had 29 points in Saturday's win over Loyola of Chicago.
golf team for overlooking their out.
three times on Dick

~~~~:;t~;!~~~~t~::

Vi~~:enet;~~~;tilnate

an inexcusable faux pas.
thing about college athHowever, the men's
letics is it's a business,"
soccer regular season.
said Xavier Head Coach
MCC title is not a reason
Pete Gillen after the
we should stay in this
Evansville game. "Evleague. Why? Because ·
eryone is looking out for
althoughthemen'ssoccer ·
themselves."
Jeff Fogelson knows
program turned their fortunesaround360degrees,
more about the business
they didn't get the autothanldoandhedeserves
maticbid.Andthat'swhat
alotofcreditforbuilding
matters.
Xavier Athletics to the
. Unfortunately, there is
file photo
point where it is today.
no automatic bid for MCC Head Coach John Carroll and
He wrote I am "out of
golf champions. Xavier's the Dukeswillleave theMCC touch with the value-0rimost consistent fall sports at the end of the 5.eason.
ented mission of Xavier
University." I ask this: Is
team hasn't been able to
go to the NCAA regionals
.
the MCC the best posyet because the MCC isn't recogniz.ed as sible value for Xavier right now?
Back in November, DU Head Coach
a good enough golf league.
The only MCC team to get a NCAA John Carroll said "we're excited to be
bid in Women'ssoceerwasNotre Dame.
here (in the MCC), we're thrilled and we
And they went to the NCAA volleyball can't wait to get started."
tournament as well.
. Obviously, now the Dukes can't wait
to get going.
.
Xavier has improved yes, but in
sports other than men's basketball, we . Duquesnewassmarttogetout. There
"value-oriented mission" was what was
have not received an automatic bid to
the NCAA's. Why would we want to best for Duquesne, not for the MCC.
Ask not what you can do for your
stay here? Is one of the values in our
mission to keep finishing second in conference, but what your conference
sports besides Men's basketball and : . can do for you.' . .

fj

Grant keeps Xi~ 1rst place
·

game."
SeniorJamieGladdenandSophomore
The Xavier Newswire
Michael Hawkins led the bombardment
from the perimeter scoring 15 and 11
ROSEMONT Ill- ~rian Grant blew points respectively.
through the Rosemont Horizon like a
X used the inside-outside offense to
blustery wind; The result was an 81-64 perfection, shooting a blazing60percent
win over Loyola.
from the field and 7 for 9 in three point
Grantbrokeoutofatwogamescoring shooting.
streak,inwhichEvansvilleheldGrantto
Junior point guard Steve Gentry
twopointsandUCheldhimtolO.
dished out eight assists and no tum"He worked hard to getthe ball," said overs. All three guards shot 13for19 for
head coach Pete Gillen. "Our kids were the game.
very unselfish to get it to him."
"We did well moving the ball around,"
The Loyola defense camped in the said Gentry. "That kind of got them out
Jane using Kerman Ali and Grant of their rhythm. They had to come out
Mohering to smother Grant.
and play the rest of us."
·
'1 just kept working," said Grant. '1
Xavier flew by Loyola throughout the
didn't give up once they got out in front wholegame,scoringcrucial baskets when
of me."
·
·
they were needed most.
.
Ali Jed the Ramblers with 19 points.
Loyola kept the game close in the
Most of Ali's points came from layups second half with baskets by Eric Dolezal
and the free throw line.
and Ali.
Loyola's defense could do little as
, Xavier is in a tie for first place with
· Brian Grant maneuvered his way around Evansville. Both teams share 4-1 conandsometimesoverthesmallerRambler ference·records.
team.
After finishing the three game road
'"This is an. excellent Xavier team," trip, the X-men have a four game
said Loyola head coach Will Rey. "'They homestand starting with the LaSalle Excan do so many things to hurt you and plorers ·tomorrow, and the Duquesne
wear you down toward the end of the Dukes Saturday.
By Pete MacArthur

Half-time pep talk incl~ded roundtable discussion about gays in the military.
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By Jason Beck

The Xavier Newswire
The Lady Musketeer basketball team took a third consecutiveloss,thistimeatthehandsof
Detroit Mercy, before finding
recovery in a victory at LoyolaChicago.
Now, with a date at Youngstown State tomorrow night
beforebeginningthenextround
of MCC play at home against
DaytononSaturday,headcoach
Mark Ehlen feels ready to push
histeamintoFebruaryonahigh
note.
·
"I'm looking forward to the
next round [of MCC play]. We
weren't as good as we could
have been. Now we have to
push it into a higher gear and
build some momentum for the
tournament.''
At Detroit~ last Thursday,
sophomore Lynn Bihn coupled·
10 points with 14 rebounds, her
third double-double of the season,alongwithJanet Haneberg's

in the oj>ening half in giving up
the lowest point total since a 5251 loss to Ohio University in
December. According to coach
Ehlen, ''They played well defensively and showed their intensity for 40 minutes.''
Madsen's perfonnance Saturday brought her career point
total to877, only22 shy of eighth
place on the school's all-time
scoring list.
This Saturday's matchup
against the Flyersstartsat2 p.m.
at Schmidt Fieldhouse, and begins a string of four conference
games before traveling to the
University of Cincinnati on
Feb.23.
According to coach Ehlen,
thestringwillbeveryimportant
in regaining momentum.
''We just want to make February a new month for us. We
want to finish strong in the conference season, and gain some
momentum for the tournament," Ehlen said. XU plays
Youngstown State tomorrow.

14 points to help the Lady
Muskies comeback from a ts.
point halftime deficit.
Fellow sophomore Nicole
· Like hit a three-pointer to tie the
game at 62-62 with less than
eight minutes left, which would
be the closest X would come to
winning in a 75--70 defeat.
Like made her first start of
theseasonagainstUDM,aswell
as her first start since a knee
injury in December 1991 ended
her freshman season after only
eight games, leading the Lady
Muskies in minutes at the time
of the injury.
Leading Xavier with 14 points
against the Lady Titan5, junior
CarolMadsenfollowedupwith
18pointslastSaturdayatLoyola,
helping the team open up a 30· 17 halftime ·lead on the Lady
Ramblers on the way to a 73-52
victory.
Bihn added 17 points and senior Annette Trenkamp put in
13, while Xavier's team defense
held Loyola to justS-36 shooting

XU rifle has many
bullets left ill guitS
By Kipp Hanley

The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier Musketeer rifle
team is cruising into the NCAA
Sectionals thanks to an excellent
third place out of twelve last
weekend in the Roger Withrow
Invitational at Murray, Kentucky.
However, Coach Alan Joseph wasn't exactly thriJJed
about the team's perfonnance.
"Realistically, we performed
like we thought we would, "
said Joseph.
Jason Parker led the XU gunslingers once again with an aggregate score of 1536. He fired a
385 in the air rifle, a personal
best, to finish tied for second
place overall with teammate
Christa Tinlin.
"My air rifle was really good

.
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GET MONEY no~ "°UR UNCLE. iNSTEID.

:~

I'

A Your Uncle Sain. Every year· fees. They even pay a n~t rat~ for
h_my_ROTC awards scholar- textbooks and supplies. You can
s 1ps to hundreds of tal· also receive an allowance
entt!d students., If. you
of up to $1000 each school
qualify, t~ese ment-based
ye·ar the scholarship is in
schol~r~h1ps can·hel~ you
effect. Find out today if
pay tuition and educational
, .
you qualify.

ARMYRO'i'C
TIE SMIRTESTau.EGE
. CGUllSE10UCUDD.

For more information, or to apply. for a scholarship;
please ·contact Captain Dave McFarland at x3579.

Our guys are saving their strength for the u.c~· rematch in the Final Four.
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Van Exel is ''the
man'' vs.· Xavier
beat you one way or another.
He can hurt you in so many
ways and some of the things he
does
charge up the level of the
Emmett Bearcat
press, which is tough
Prosser enough to stop even at a normal
energy level.
Van Exel has some of the
Sports editor
best moves in the country.
He's not just a shooter: he'll
One shot sent Cincinnati cel- fake a three and go by a player
ebrating into the locker room and make him look like he
whileXavierwalked off the court should be playing in a CYO
hanging their heads last league. Ask SteveGentrywhere
WednesdaynightinXavier's78- Van Exel was when he took
Gentry baseline and toasted him.
67 loss to UC.
A bomb by point guard Nick It was such a beautiful juke, that
Van Exel exploded as it cut the Van Exel could have come back
nets from 35 feet away. It sent and pulled Gentry'ssocksdown.
I'm not knocking Gentry. As
Bearcat fan~ into a frenzy.
Musketeer fans shook their a matter of fact he did as good a
heads and cursed under thefr job defensively on the UC star as
breath.
anyguardwi!Jdothisyear. Van
Nick Van Exel has the best Exel only had 15points, but they
shooting range in the country. were a big 15.
Cincinnati forward Erik · If you do take away his shot,
Martin said before the Xavier- he'll penetrate and give up the
UC game that "from 27 feet and ball.
Van Exel is the cockiest
in, Nick was the man." Erik, try
guard in the country.
at least35.
~en hitting a long range
VanExel'slongthree-pointer
atthebuzzerbefore halftime was · jumper in thesecond half against
amazing because he pulled up the Muskies, he held his follow
as if it were a jumper. Media on through for seven about five
press row usually doesn't call seconds and stood on one leg.
He's not just mustard on a
shots from that type of distance,
photo by Holly Brooks but a~ soon as the ball left Van hot dog, he's salsa on nachos.
'When X was attempting a
Exel's hand, I turned to the perNicky Van Exel (31) looks to drive past Xavier's Tyrice Walker in UC's 78-67 win over the Muskies. Van Exel son
I was sitting next too and comeback late in the game, an
followed ~is 15 point, six assist effort Wednesday, with a 23 point performance at Miami Monday.
,arrant Musketeer pass went touttered "money."
Everyone in the Shoemaker ward Van Exel. Before he was
center knew when Van Exel let anywhere dose to intercepting
it fly that UC was going to go in the pass, he yelled, "Yeah,"
the locker room with a seven caught the ball and calmly led
point lead.·
· his team down to score.
STUDY IN
Van Exel predicted earlier in
The shot ruined a fine perfonnance bytheMusketeersand the year, that UC wouldn't lose
a outstanding effort by Xavier anymore games.
Van Exel is the best all·
senior Jamie Gladden who hit
Fall1993
seven of nine three pointers and around guard in the country.
He's the money man, the gofinished with 25 points.
University of Limerick
St~ Patrick's College.
Van Exel is the most confi- to-guy. He likes the rock in his
Umerick, Ireland
Ml!ynooth, 1191an~
hands at the end of the game.
dent guard in the country.
This kid could miss his first Ask Alabama - Birmingham.
• Business Program Option
• Liberal Arts Program
Not many players can flip a
12 shotsand he'd pull up in your
• International Student Village
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required
face and beat you with his thir- switch and kick into a gear that
the other nine athletes on· the
teenth.
SPONSORING COLLEGES
"How many players could floor don't have. Van Exel can.
St. Bonaventure University-Three Rivers Comm-Tech College
Subscribe to
UC coach Bob Huggins said
come off a screen and throw a
UC
is a "good basketball team
dagger
into
your
heart
at
this
For more Information, contact:
The Xavier Newswire
levelr' said Xavier Head Coach with or without Niek." Even
Dr. Wllllam Spofford
·
University of Wisconsin, Platteville·
and find out.
Pete Gillen. ''He's one of the with the best pressure defense,
308 Warner Hall
best
guards in the country, if not without Van Exel, they'reanavPlatteville, WI 53818
(608) 342-1726
erage team at best. It's like takthe best."
Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden, Germany, Portugal, Greecie,
Van Exel, who looks like he's ing Bobby Hurley off Duke.
1
Since starting at the point,
ten years old and plays like he' s
a five year NBA veteran seems Van Exel has only lost.one game
to make every big shot when the at home and three overall.
1-800-344-GOXU
lthinkmymotherputitbest:
Bearcats need one.
and ask for the Newswire
Never mind the fact that he "Hurley. made himself good,
had one point. through the first Nick has Cod given ability."
Xavier played hard, but Van
17 minutes of the game last
Wednesday.. The man has no Exel's ability carried UC.
Mom always did know best.
conscience. He'll find a way to

IRELAND

Parents:
Do you know

where your
children are? ·

~~~~~:0~~~:~:~·~~=~1 j

Call

<)ne word: payptTs.
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Baby dinosaur exhibit sequels
with other natural wonders .

offer various diversions from
designing a dinosaur arid a
The Xavier Newswire
simulated dinosaur dig to wall
murals of life-siz.ed dinosaurs
Doesn't it seem as if every and first-hand experience. of
twoorthreeyearsweareoffered simulating different dioosaur
·
·
asequeltosomeeventormovie? calls.
Feb. 13 until April 11, there
Additionally, the Oncinnati
is a sequel you won't want to Museum of Natural History
miss at the Ondnnati Museum Theater Rats will beperfonning
of Natural History. The Baby a special play about a toy dinoDinamation Dinosaur Show, saur who springs to life.
sponsored by Frisch's Big Boy
Uniquetothisexhibition isa
Restaurants and the Kroger line-upofpre-historicprograrns.
Company, will hatch.
From learning basic techniques
In 1988 and 1990/91, the ofanimationtoanovernightfor
Museum hosted the Dinamation thewhOlefamilyattheMuseum, :
dinosaurs to record:-breaking · the Baby Dinos exhibit offer~ a .
crowds of Oncinnatians. This· variety of fun-filled activities. .
timearound,itisthebabieswho
To learn more about these '·
are the sta..S of the show.
special educational programs~
This 1993exhibit is complete or to pre-register as space is very Parasaurolophus: the most unusual of the crested dinosaurs, was a tand
with 6 baby dinosaurs, all ca- limited, contact the museum at dweller who lived near water. Find out more at the upcoming exhibit.
pable of rolling their eyes, 287-7<XX>.
swishing their tails, opening
Admission ·to the Baby Dino
Currently at the museum are the 1940s, offering among other
theirjawsandemittingaheart- exhibitisfreewithadmissionto the exhibits African Reflections, . things, journal entries from
thumping roar. Also included the Cincinnati Museum of . which focuses on art of Zaire; Cindnnatians; arid The Ice Age,
at the Museum are numerous Natural History at the Museum Cincinnati Goes to. War,· which · which explains how Oncinnati
demonstration stations which Center.
documents the lives of those in ' developed from a glacier;
By Sara Hayes

Now showing at The
Omnimax is Antarctica, well
worth the three-four hour wait

Natural wonders
-cont. page 13

They're baaaack: Lil' sibJin~ invitedJhis weekend
The fun begins Friday night atSchmidtFieldhouse. At6p.m., ·
at 9 p.m, as SAC is hosting· a the buses will begin departing
The Xavier Newswire
Techno-Rave party in the caf- for Oncinriati Gardens as stueteria until ·1 a.m. Free for all dents and siblings cheer.on the
students .and their respective Xavier Musketeers as they face
ThisFridayitistimetoparty siblings (with their i.d. cards) Duquesne. Following~game,
with the younger generation! and $1 for everyone else. This is Karaoke will be·offered in the
Lil' Sibs are here again, and the a chance for all to see the cafete- Downunder from 10 p.m. to 1
Student Activities Committee riaand theirfellowstudentsina a.m. and is free for all students.
(SAC) has an active weekend different light (literally).
Finally on Sunday, Feb. 7,
planned for them.
Saturday, February 6 brings there will be the traditional· 11
.So far, SAC expects about anentiresetofoptionsforthose a.m. mass foUo\yed by the fare125 younger. brothers arid sis- hosting their younger relatives. well brunch in the cafeteria.
At 1 p.m., the buses .will leave
ters will invade the campus.
'1 really hope we all have a
The registration begins on forKenwoodMall. Hyoudon't lot of fun this· weekend," said
Friday, February 5 in the front feel like shopping or catching Peter Shoughrue, chair of Lil'
lobby (located in front of the the latest matinee, there is al- Sibs weekend.
cafeteria in the University Cen- · ways O'Connor. Sports Center
· . "Our goal was to create .a
ter) from 3 p~m. to 6 p.m. The which will be open from 1 p.m.
diverse
set of activities that
sibs can pick up their free T- to 4 p.m. especially for Xavier's
would
keep
all .siblings enter- ·
shirt,keychain,mealpasses,and siblings.
tained. We wanted to make a
a complimentary identification
At 2 p.m., half price admis- weekend that was attractive to
card which is necessary to par- sion will be offered for those all ages, whether they are 8
tidpate in various campus ac- who wish to support the Lad. y , year'S:Oldor.18,"saidShoughrue.
tivities.
· Muskies as they take on Dayton
By Sara Hayes

Democrats in the White House~ '-·

file photo
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FREE TICKETS!!
~solutely fourfll Ac~illes
SPY Presents the Dylan-o-Matlc
Bob Dylan has just celebrated the 30th anniversary. of his Columb!a recording
career and as our own special tribute we've devised the Dylan-o-mat1c. Now you
too c~n write the words to a Dylan song: Simply combine the items in the
columns below as randomly as you'd like. Don't read straight across, thoughthose combinations are from actual Dylan lyrics!

scrapped across their shoulders
in the costume of a monk
in sand
in che wolfman's disguise
back in bed
with a ghost
with his candle lit
upon the beach
a futiie horn

Tim Curry plays Mr. Jigsaw in ...
into my room

~Loaded Weapon I
··We will,have 30,tickets to give,away ·~ Natural wonders
to an advanced screening of this
-from page 12
Lethal Weapon parody, showing
you might incur (hint: get your
tonight at 7:30 p.m.
ticketsinadvanceatTicketMaster). Antarctica will take you
at The Tri-County. Cinema8.
·plares you never knew existed,
Tickets will be given away today
like swimming with the seals
beneath
a frozen surface. The
at 5 p.m. in front
Omnimax Theatre is something
of The University Center.
Cincinnati should be proud to

•·•. ·.. · 5%ant2@lf' ((J@g)~

aUlfAR/sr1s FROM ARGENIINN MR DAN/EL HOMER

·'~A

salute to

GEN.PllBLK-S 5.00 .

Mercury Rev's
·moonless nights
This album has it all: aggressive electric grunge, simulated
sounds .ofnature and everyday
life, and Pink Floydish lyrics
delivered by a great voiceclosely
resembling the deep and quivering warble of Robyn
Hitchcock.

By Rob Gibbons

The Xavier Newswire

Bored and frustrated withmy
most recently purchased cashave and every~me should ex- settes, I re-entered the doors of
perience this awesome techno- my favorite exchange store.
logical wonder.
·As my eyes wandered
Museum admission is $4.95 through the cheapies, in search
for adults, and $2.95 for chil- of. anything different or intrigudren,. 3-12. Members of the ing, one name immediately
Museum are admitted free." caught my attention: Mercury
Museum hours are Monday - Rev, Yerself is Steam. The title
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sun-. alone seemed fresh enough fro
day, 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
myaltemativeappetite. Besides,
I'll give any band a shot for a
mere three bucks.
Daydreams of the second
coming of Smashing Pumpkins
~=~:=~~~~~~7i'I heightened my expectations for
~~-:H • the new band as I placed the
tape into my stereo. Beautiful
distortion and fuzz were immediately spewed from the
speakers into my eager ~a~s,
distortion and fuzz of defimte
relation to that of Sonic
Youthicus. I wasfurtheramazed
by the way Mercury Rev's abstractlyrics werebrilliantlyfused
together with the psychedelic,
swirling guitars and subtle
~~~= iiiiii~~ flutes.

Crossword
puzzle answers

··· Th~y-~~~ an on-campus arena;:. we don'._

MUSIC REVIEW
·

I had been entranced and
subconsciouslytransportedinto
a sleepy and gloomy distant
dream world. Listening to this
album in its entirety can be an
enlighteningexperienre,butyou
must make the effort to temporarily let down a oonservative
guard· and allow the music. to
· take you where it may, as wtth
all music.
For full effect, I recommend
.limitingyourplaytimetodreary,
moonless nights when you are
feeling emotionless and mentally drained.
Whetherdrivinghomefrom
a Jong evening or in the comfort
of your own abode, the innovative sounds of Mercury Rev are
guaranteed to satisfy the most
· finicky audiences.
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'Pavement' is making
its way around town
Pavement is the best kept secret of the underground, alternative music scene. But, they
have not gone completely unnoticed.

By Rob Gibbons

The Xavier Newswire

Pavement is just one of those
bands, that you just have to hear
to believe.
I've searched and
. researched through
"Ice baby, I saw yourgirlfriend.
mycollection, which
She's eating her fingers like
spans practically
everything from the
.they're just another meal. She
Cowboy Junkies to
waits there in the levee wash
Husker Du, yet I
haven't found anymixing cocktails with a plastic
thingremotelysimitipped cigar."
Jar to Pavement's
Matador
-Pavement lyrics.
1992
Records Release,
Sla'nted and Enchanted...
The rolorful and creative lyrI was stunned when I picked
ics paint very entertaining mental picfures: '1ce Baby, I saw up Spin's 1992 summary of the
.your girlfriend, she'd eating her year's top albums. Of all the
bands with 1992 releases, including great recordings from
MUSIC REVIEW
R.E.M., The Beastie Boys, Arrested Development, and Sonic
Youth, Spin had the courage to
fingers like they're just another confidence to nominate Pavemeal. She waits there, in the ment its top pick of the year.
levee wa~h, mixing cocktails · Hopefully .many more will
with a plastic tipped cigar. jump on the Pavement bandwagon, because hearing is beYou're my summer, babe.''
On paper this may appear to lieving and this band truly debe a warped mound of chaotic serves to be heard.·
rubbish, but the singer has a
fantastic supporting cast. InRob Gibbons is the new Diverventively placed bells, whining sions music critic. If you hiloe
guitars, and precise percussion something you 'd like him to review,
beautifully compliment the send request to him c/o Diversions,
singers lackadaisical utterings. Publications House.

START to Enjoy the Arts
By Dan Sigward

dents will be willing to try
Aside from a subscription to
something new by supporting ARTIFACTS, Enjoy the ARts
· the arts and see if. they like it," memberships include two free ·
said Mullins.
·.
tickets to the Cincinnati Ballet,
Are you looking for some· f.\side from offering free and Cincinnati Opera, Playhouse in
thing different to do during the discounted ticketstovariousarts the Park, or the Cincinnati
week or on the weekends? En- .organizations, ETA sponsors .. Symphony Orchestra.
"The two free ·tickets more
joy the Arts believes they have and participates in several speyour ticket to excitement.
cial events at various· locations tha_!l compensate for the cost of
"Students need to know that in toWn. 'We encourage par- the membership,"said M.ullins.
there are even more things go- . ticipationin theart~throughour
Members are also entitled to
ing on in Cincinnati's arts orga- memberships .·in many- ways two tickets to many of these
nizations 365 days a year that including a free night out for · same orgainzations for only $6
are more competitively priced two pe0ple and special events each for an unlimited number
and entertaining thangoing to a throughout the year," said ETA· of times throughout the year.
movie," said Enjoy the Arts ex- Education and Outreach direc- Savings are also a.vailable to
ecutive director Lisa Mullins.
tor Laura Foy.
members of ETA to the Cincin· Recent ETA· special events nati Art Museum, the ContemEnjoy the Arts offers meln-'.
berships which allow:students have included a Friday night . porary Arts Center, Showcase
to experience the arts for free or party at the Cincinnati Art Mu- and Loews Cinemas, and more.
Membeships to ETA cost
discounted·. prices. . T~rough seum which .took place last
these memberships, ETA hopes month. Also, this _month mem.: $24.50for1 year and $39.00 for 2
to increase participationm the - . berswillhavetheoppofunityto years for all full-time students.
visual· and .performing: arts attend a full dres5 rehearsal of Aseparatemembership,sample .
among students in Ciridnnati.
Romeo and Juliet.
the Arts(START), is available to
Mullins believes that ETA
ETAalso publicizes upcom- all those 30 and younger who
memberships provide an alter- ingeventsthroughitsbimonthly · are not full-time students. If
native to typical college enter- calendar ARTIFACfS. Mem- interested, call the ETA office at
tainment through Cincinnati;s bers of ETA receive a subscriJr 751-2700..
art community. 'We hope stu- tion to ARTIFACIS.. .
.

The Xavier Newswire
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FEBRUARY

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. A".''- Runa Tllrough II, by Norman Maclean (Univ. ol
Chicago Prass, $9.95.) Slories ol western Montana.
2. Tiie Auloblogniphy of M91cotm X, with Alex Haley.
(Balantine, $5.99.) The black leadet's l~e stay.
3. Lff9'a Utlla lnatructlon Book, by H. Jackson Brown Jr.
(Rutledgo HiU, $5.95.) AWice for attaining a lull life. ·
· 4. C - of - P19net, by Gary Larson. (Andrews & McMeel,
$8.95.) C<>llectlon of Far Sid9 cartoons.
·
.
.
5. Tiie Finn. by John Grisham. (lslardtlell, $5.99.)
Young lawyer conlronls the hidden WOlklngs of his finn.

I. e.ctduh, by Susan Faludi. (Anchor, $12.50.) Powerful and
~nlng look at the .-rect war against American women.
1. Tiie w- Unda, by Stephen King. ($Viet, $6.99.) Dari<
fan1aSy epic !hat clvonldes the lwilig1t of a !Wisted WOl1d.
I. Tiie lndiap9nUble c.Mn Md ltobbee, by Bill Walterson.
(Andmws & McMeel, $12.95.) Latest COlectlld cartoons.
I. You Juel Don~ UnclM1encl, by Deborah Tamen. (Ballantine,
$10.00.) How men and women can understand each othef better.
10. A Time 1o KUI, by John Grisham. (lslardDelt, $5.99.)
.
Racial tension runs hlgl during a trial.

FREE PASS
VALID FRI., FEB. STH
AND SUN., FEB. 7TH
(AFTERSPM)
.

.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA, CLIFTON.

New G Recommended
A. . . .

...-.cr1 .....

~0>~

........ ca.Nl.C»i

My E'*"Y• My Love, by JLldith Levine. (Anchor, $12.95:)
'
A subtly argued, yet searing look at women, men and the dilemmas

olgendar. ·
o.mla, by Anne Mc:Caffrey. (Ace, $5.99.)
Darnla, sl!Jng by a vision of an Impending alien Invasion, must
somehow uae her powers to aave a planet under siege.
Chllchn ol 1119 0.-, by Audrey Edwerds & Dr. Craig K. Polite.
(Andlor, $10.95.) Focuses on black baby-boome111 who have achieved
poaltiona of power and lnlluenc:e In the American worilptac:e.

SEE WHAT
TAKES SHAPE.
EXERCISE.

Am~rican Heart

Our guys were worried about what band is'commg for the Spring Concert.

ft

Asso~iation ~
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THE Crossword

by Frink Geary

ACROSS
.
1 Artz. city
5 Thede of the
1Hent1
9 Sn•rn
13 lnflexlble
1• Turtdc·
. lenguege·
15 Spin Ilk• 18 R•IH
17 Hlghup
18 "I-men

·.with...;.

19
20
22
2•
25

Ob1tructlon .
Trlck1ter
- ofT1rau1
Aun.river
Biiied end

coo9d

28 N1llve of: 1uff.
29 Lettuce type
32 C1theclr1I city
M Fl..htube
device·
38 Engrotlecl
37 Court
39 Fmhly
«J - II pie
"3 Dl1pley ~
ceblnet

©1993 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
~II Rights Reserved

.. ·-diem
•7 Conger

G·Plloted
50 R•lnnof.
_ fllm•.
51 Plfft
52 Bluffer' ·
57 ·Lupino of.
fllm1.
~It.river ...
81 Do-nothing
82; Dlct1tor
83. Cheryl or A11n
M Brlghlllght1 ·
85 AellOrl d'.88 Succulent.
. pllnt:
87St_onew119 . ·:·.::,:,,
88 Crul1lng .

DOWN
1 1/10cent
2
3 Blemeymen
• Hiii bullder

'•port

511l1nd~r

JIVI

8 Particle
7.Lottery
8 N1lve
9 Qr.letter ·
.,. .,
10 Entry
11 ObHrve ... -.
·12 M11t ·
.14 Mo..llnkj
20 ''Candid .
· ·C.nierll~' man

21 Diii pllnt
23 ·alood VMHI
· 25 Frmgment
28 Alpect .
27 Momlng
mol1tu...
29 Swlndlera ·
30 Portly ·
31 .Made clothn
33·Helpl
35 Snake
38 Excl1m1tlon1
~1 lclentlly. . .
•2 Shouting
.w·we...,., . ·.
cou1ln1
45 Endul9

: .50. Ell 1w1y
52 A001evelt'1
dog
53 Verbll
S. Annul
55 Plum
58 Fowl
. 58 Defy_
59 Scope
82 Socl1l 1ttelr

off the mark
NEXT EXIT
SOO MILES.

- see page 13
for cr~word.
answers

ANDY PETH

STICKMAN

by Mark Parisi

· ..~;-.=.i.::;.
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• The Dorothy Day House will sponsor a Recycling Forum at noon
today. Bring a brown bag lunch to Kelley Auditorium in Alter Hall
and learn about campus recycling procedures. It is scheduled to last ·
one hour. Cold beverages will be provided by the Recycling Task
Force.
• Tora Tora will perform with Every Mother's Nightmare at
Bogart's. Show starts at 7:30 p.m.
·
• Identity will play at Ripley's in Oifton.
• Throneberry will perform at KiJgore's.
• S.AC. sponsors a showing of 101 Dalmations at 7:30 p.m. in the
Theatre.
··Alice's Unfinished Business Blues Band will be jamming away at
Cory's on the comer of McMillan and Vine Street in Oifton.
• 21st Annual WEBN Blood Drive continues through February 6. .
Register to win pri2.es when you donate blood at any Hoxworth
location. For more information, call Hoxworth at 451-0910.
• Girl ScoutCookiesarestil1 on sale through February6~ If the little
entrepreneurs haven't hit your dorm room, call 489-1025. (No Visa or·
Master Cards accepted ...! think.)
·

CLASS
FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR RENT
885 CLINTON SPRINGS
Deluxe 7 bedroom, 3 1(2 baths and
W$her and dryer. Off street parking. Availablesummerof '93. 7513770 or 321-0043.

WANTED
FUNDRAISER
All it takes is a small group with a
little energy and a lot ofexcitement
to earn $500-$1500 in just one
week! Call 1-800-592-2121.
***FREE DAYTONA
SPRING BREAK•••
Organize 18 peooJe and travel free!
Stay at the Howard Johnson's
Beachfrontfromonly$149!CALL

NOW! Take-A-BreakVacationsl·
800-328-SI\VE

• Xavier's Multi-Cultural Job Fair will take place today from 1:30-4:30
p.m. in the DownUnder. It is open to all students. There will be corporate
·· and organiz.ation recruiters interviewing for full and part time positions.
They include summer and intern positions in all majors. Profes5ional
dress and resumes required. Sponsored by CP&P, Minority Affairs and
·
International Affairs.
• Br. Pryor'sNightSeriescontinues this week witha focuso~ The Night·
of the Jungian Shadow.· A 1941 version of Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde will be
·shownat7:30p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. All showings are free and open
to the public.
.
• The DorothyDay House will sponsor guest speaker Molly Navin,
who will speak about "Love and Respect for the needy." The program
will be held at noon and 1:00 p.m. in Alter 201.
• Shooting Star will perform with Mara at Bogart's tonight, 7:30 p.m.
• The Uptown R&B. Band will play at Local 1207 on Main Street.
downtown.
·
·
• 100 days until graduation party begins tonight!

6
7
8

• The Voodoo Birds will play at Kilgore's in Clifton.
• The Farm Report will play at Cory's.
• Only Mortals will perform at Longworth's in Mt.Adams.
• The Xavier Piano and Guitar Series presents classi~al pianist Debra
Arder. The performance will he at 2:30 p.m. in the·Theatre.
• Stacy and BluesU Can Use will perform at Local 1207 on Main St.
• The Spanish Club will present·a Giutar Concert, "A Salute to Latin
America." The performance will be will bein the Theatre at 7:30 p.m.. All
are .Welcome. - .
_.
.
·
• In aSsoctation .with .Black History Month; Amnesty International
presents : "Spark the Flame." This program will focus on the human
rights abuses in Haiti, featuring the PBS Documentary "Haiti: Killing the
Dream."

9

• Open Blues Jam at Local 1207.
• Munique will play at Sudsy Malone's.

DS

SPRINGBREAKERS
Promote ourFlorida Spring Break
packages. F.arn money and free trips.
Organize SMALL or LARGE
groups.800-423-5264

· GREEKS. & CLUBS

.$1,000·AN HOUR!
Each member. of your frat.
sorority, team. club, etc. pitches
in just one hour and your group
can . raise $1,000 in just a few
days! Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 tor yoursell! No cost.
No obligation., 1·800·932·0528,

ext. 65.
ClDLD CARE
Norwood- 3:00 a.m. tO 7:30 a.m. In
need of responsible, reliable; nonsmoking caregiver. Must provide
references and have transportation
and be able to begin withm 2 weeks.
Please call 351-7390 ~tween 3:00
p.m. and 8:00 p.m.

STUDEN1S-NEED
MONEY FOR ,COLLEGE
Private scholarship sources
available. Money-back guarantee. Call 860-6068

We are a happily married couple
wanting to adopt. We are working
with a local private agency which
specializes in Adoption Planning
and Pre/Post ·Adoption Counseling .. Please call if you can help.
Patty 575-9940.

'

DORM CARPETS ·
9 x 10 ($25) ; 9 x 15 ($35) For free
delivery, call 271-1102
*EARN EXTRA INCOME
"93"*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
1993 UWTl travel brochures. For
more information send self-ad~
dressed stamped envelope to: Travel ·
INC., P.O. Box 2530, Miami, FL
33161

IT'S EASIER ID REPLACE YOUR
SHOES THAN YOUR HEARI
Exercise can help reduce your risk of heart disease. Isn't that
enough to get you back in your shoes and up on your feet?
You can help prevent heart disease and stroke.
We can tell you how. Call 1-800-AHA-USAl.

American Heart Association

0!t

This space provided as a public service. ©1993, American Heart Associalion

Fr. Hoff promised to shave his head if we won.

